
USB-C - USB-C 1 metre data and charging cable
SKU: TECABLETCC10W

The cable for charging your devices ultra fast

For devices with USB-C connectors

The USB-C to USB-C cable, with 25 Watts of charging power and Power Delivery compatibility, offers a fast and efficient
charging solution for a wide range of devices such as iPhone 15, Samsung Galaxy, Xiaomi, Oppo  and many more. The USB-C
connector offers optimal practicality: it can be inserted from any side without difficulty.

Optimised charging power

With a charging power of 25 watts, this USB-C to USB-C cable allows you to charge your devices quickly and safely. Optimised
charging power ensures that your devices quickly reach the desired charging level, saving you valuable time. 

Power Delivery (PD) compatibility

Power Delivery (PD) compatibility makes this cable even more versatile. Power Delivery is an advanced technology that negotiates
the best possible charging power between your device and the charger, ensuring efficient and absolutely safe charging.

Fast data transfer

In addition to charging, this USB-C to USB-C cable also offers the ability to transfer data at high speed. When connected to a
laptop or PC, you can easily transfer files and data between your device and computer. This functionality makes it ideal for
transferring documents, photos, videos and more. While data is being transferred, the connected device is charged at the
same time.

Optimum length and anti-tangle effect



With a length of 1 metre, this cable offers just the right length to allow maximum flexibility in use. It is long enough to allow
charging and use of the device while connected to the charger, yet short enough to be convenient to carry and store. The anti-
tangle effect prevents the formation of annoying knots: store it where you want and how you want. 

Key features:

USB-C connectors
charges and transfers data
suitable for recharging up to 25 watts of power
compatible with Power Delivery technology
charge and sync: while transferring data, it charges the connected device
length: 1 metre
anti-tangle effect
colour: white



USB-C - USB-C 1 metre data and charging cable
SKU: TECABLETCC10W

Technical data
Cable length: 1 m  
Data transfer rate: 480 MB/s  
Cable type: Data/Charge cable  
Technology: Power Delivery (PD)  
Connector 1: USB-C  
Connector 2: USB-C  
Finishing/Feature: anti-tangle  
Color: white  
EAN: 8018417457647  
SKU: TECABLETCC10W  
Weight: 20 g  

Logistics data
Amount Inner: 1  
Amount Master: 1  
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